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Learn more Edit Maradona,A young man, due to some dangerous situations, travels from his hometown and reaches Bangalore to stay with his distant relatives. But during his stay, his situation gets even worse. Plot Overview | Add a remote relative to the synopsis | See all (1) » Action | Comedy | Thriller Parents Guide:
Add Content Advisories for Parents » User Review Edit Release Date: 27 July 2018 (India) Learn more » Cumulative Global Total: $18,288 IMDbPro » See runtime details. Maradona film release date: 27-July-2018. This movie belongs to the genre of drama. Maradona Filmmaker: Vish Narayan Starcast in Maradona
films includes Tovino Thomas, Sharanya Nair, Leona Lishoi and Kembang Vinod Jose. Maradona Theatre Release Poster Produced by Vishnu Narayan by Vinod Kumar ScreenPlay by Krishna Moorti Editing by Tovino Thomas Chembang Vinod Jose Sharania R Nair Leona Lishoi Maya Menon Xiaol Rahim Tito Wilson
Kito Telus Nister Ahmed Zins Baskar Niranyan Harish Music by Singh Sham Cinematography Menon: Saiju Sreidaran Production Company Mini Studio Release Date 27 July 2018 (2018-07-27) Country India Language Malayaram Budget 4 Closes Box Office 7 Clores Maradona debuts titles starring Vishnu Narayan[1]
and Tovino Thomas. [2] Written by Krishna Moorsey and produced by a mini-studio. The film's background score and songs were composed by Susin Sham. The film was staged by Deepak D. Menon and edited on July 19. Saiju Sreedharan. plot film follows Goon's story for hiring Maradona (Tovino Thomas), a grumpy
young man who moves to Bangalore to stay with his distant relatives after accidentally injuring the son of a powerful politician. But during his stay, the situation worsens as politicians hire a goon named Martin (Kembang Vinod) to track down Maradona and his friend Sudi (Tito Wilson), who picked up a fight with the man's
son Aravindan, who lost his memory after the incident. Maradona gets along well with many people in the apartment, like ossepachan, an old man living alone in his opposite apartment. He also befriends Asha (Sharania R Nair), a home nurse in the apartment next door, just before falling in love with her. At the same
time, he is informed by Sudhi and another of his friends about the events taking place in their hometown. As the film's intervals end, it shows an incident in which maradona and Sudi are forced to beat the rogue Aravin Dunn. Martin and his gang then find Soudi and beat him badly before locking him in hiding. Maradona
saw the story on a news channel where a man was badly beaten by a group of goons and identified it as Soudi. He confesses to Asha about his past as a goon and she leave him. Uspachan calms him down by saying Asha will return to him if she learns about his trueMartin and his gang then arrive at the apartment to
look for Maradona, only to find that a robbery had occurred in the apartment where he lived, and also to find out that he had been missing since the day before. Maradona went to Aravindan's house and apologized to his mother because he was behind the man's condition. Maradona surrendered and is now trapped with
Sudi. He is happy to see Soudi still alive, as he previously thought Sudi had been killed. Maradona also gets a call from Asha, who is now a nurse at a hospital somewhere. Soudi is now repenting, especially for ruining his wife's life, someone who loves him and married him knows his past. Sudi then succumbs to injury.
When Martin and his friends arrive, Maradona overwhelms them to escape. The final scene shows Maradona on a journey to Aravindan and West Bengal (probably where Asha is) who doesn't remember who Maradona is (and he's the one behind his condition). Maradona assures Aravindan's mother that she will return
with Aravin Dunn once she knows his loved ones are safe. We also reveal that Lausepachan returned valuables missing from the apartment and that Maradona disguised the robbery for the safety of his loved ones. Tovino Thomas as Marona Chembang Vinod Jose as Martin Sharanya Lishoi as Asha Leona Rishoy, as
Aravindan Tito Wilson, and As Sudi Partavi Vinod as Sudi Partavi Vinod Rambo Niranjan Harish, Naresh Hari Tanplan, Usepachan Nistar Coical Chandrashekaran Jins Baskar: A person who linked Ashik Abu, Dileesh Poten and Samir Tahir before making his directory debut in the Three Productions films. It was written
by Krishna Moorsey, who was previously associated with Riho Jose Perisely and Dileesh Poten. The film was produced by S. Vinod Kumar under the banner of a mini-studio. Skumar Tekkepat was the film's executive producer, and the camera was handled by Deepak D. Menon. Maradona be started filming in August
2017 and wrapped in December 2017 [the film was shot mainly in Chavacado, Bangalore, Vandi periyar, Alba and Ernahram. Released on July 27, 2018 in 128 theaters in Kerala. Reception Varadwai Langan rated three out of five stars in the film companion. Asha Prakash for The Times of India writes that Vishnu
Narayan's Maradona is a film whose journey is more interesting than its destination. She states that the film correctly belongs to Tovino and can be considered a celebration of the actor in him. Abizis of Firmibeat writes that Maradona is a neatly packaged film that provides a compelling viewing experience. The best part
of Maradona is the fact that it continues to captivate audiences with elements of the film. The narrative patterns in the film are fascinating and it's fresh to see certain events unfold in a pretty tricky way, he said.Soundtrack The music in the film was composed by Susin Sham. Maradona[9] Soundtrack Album by Susin
Sham Release July 21, 2011 Genre Feature Film Soundtrack Length 21:23LanguageMalayalamLabelMini Studio Producer Susin Sham Sham Chronology Villan (20) 17) Maradona[9] (2018) Rosepoo (2018) External Audio Audio Jukebox on YouTube Maradona (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack) - Original Version
No.TitleLyricsSinger(s) Length1.Appalada Panka Fejophejo 03:372 E Larville Nether Ahemednezer Ahemedo 03:353 Cadare Vinayak Sasikumar Sruthi Sashidararan 03:264 Nirapakushi Binayak Sashkumar Singh Sham, Neha S. Naia 03:495 Nirapaksi Sadd Edition Vinayak Sasikumar Singh Sham, Ne Ha S. Nair 04:156
Valam Vinayak Sashkumar Singh Sham, Neha S. Nair 03:55 Total Length: 22:37 ^ Next to Tovino Thomas is a Malayalam movie titled 'India'. January 18, 2018 ^ Tovino Thomas's new film Maradona will go to the floor from July 30th from indian times. ^ Tovino Thomas Stars in Maradona - Times of India. ^ Next to Tovino
is Maradona, but it's not about football. ^ Tovino Thomas Resumes Shooting Maradona - Times of India ^ ^ Asha Prakash (July 28, 2018) Maradona Is Very Remarkable. Times of India. Acquired on July 28, 2018. ^ Abidis (July 28, 2018) Maradona is a neatly packaged film that offers an engaging viewing experience. . . .
firmibeat. Acquired on July 28, 2018. ^ External Link IMDb Start Vino Thomas' Maradona movie Tovino Thomas Star will talk about the star of the maradona movie Maradona movie update and the second Maradona movie at NewsTovino Thomas to play as an antagonist acquired from . Wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
Title=Maradona_(2018_film)&oldid=985422620
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